
ASSET TRACKING
A F F O R D A B L E  G P S  L O C AT I O N  T E C H N O L O G Y 

 Easily find your lost or stolen property 

INCREASE YOUR CHANCE FOR RECOVERY 

An emergency, theft or once-in-a-lifetime event rarely announces 
when it will suddenly take your property when you need it most. 

That’s where GPS-powered tracking devices can play a vital role. 

While many municipalities have for years depended on GPS-enabled 
fleet tracking to help them manage their vehicles, a new trend 
is emerging in which every asset can be affordably tracked. This 
powerful technology ensures your department is ready whenever 
the need arises. 

With nearly two decades experience in the GPS tracking industry, 
Synovia has exactly what it takes to easily track your vehicles and 
assets and get them returned.
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WHEN THINGS GO
Missing

Know where all of your assets are at all times so 
when the unexpected happens you can increase your 

chances of getting them recovered.   

Eliminate loss of expensive and 
irreplaceable items with powerful 

location technology so you can 
recover them swiftly

Peace of Mind Preparation
Know where equipment such as generators, backhoes, lawnmowers, powerwashers, anything that 
can cost hundreds if not thousands of dollars to replace are located. 

The Technology that Keeps You Ready
Receive alerts within minutes or seconds whenever an asset or vehicle is leaving a geographic 
location you determine and when it is returned. 

Smarter Fleet Tracking and Customer Service
Every one of our customers has a dedicated Fleet Advisor who will serve as their primary point 
of contact for the life of a contract. Think of them like you do your dentist, physician or skilled 
tradesman, your Fleet Advisor knows your fleet’s history, your needs and where you want to go in 
the future. 
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